JUST THE MAN FOR THE JOB

The MAN TGE emergency services vehicles.
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Your commitment is our
motivation.
Because you’re ready to go day or night
and give 112% every time.
Be it fighting fires, providing emergency care or
transporting the sick: when someone dials 112,
every second counts. You need a powerful partner
reliably at your side who makes your safety and
comfort its number one priority 365 days a year.
With MAN, you’ve got one: thanks to our decades
of wide-ranging experience with all kinds of fire
service and emergency services vehicles, we know
our clients’ needs like no other. Your individual wishes and country-specific requirements are in the best
hands, too, as MAN Individual allows for precise
configuration. Add in modern assistance systems
like the series-standard emergency brake assist and
crosswind assist and you’re always driving safe.
A MAN is at your side round the clock – like any
other member of your team. Discover the MAN TGE
emergency services vehicles now.
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MAN TGE fire service vehicles
Top-class vehicle solutions so that you’re
optimally prepared.
Every job presents new challenges: you and your experience know that best. What you need to conquer them is
unwavering team spirit and a reliable fleet. It’s a good thing
you can count on the MAN tailored vehicle solutions at all
times.
As a panel van or vehicle chassis with variable bodies and
fittings, the MAN TGE fire service vehicles cover absolutely
any kind of use – from crew transport for nine people to
command vehicles, small firefighting trucks and multipur
pose vehicles. Drive concepts carefully optimised for
almost every job, ideal fittings and assistant systems that
help you get where you need to be safely are given highest
priority. Because when things start to heat up, you need
to be able to concentrate fully on the job at hand – your
MAN TGE will take care of the rest.
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MAN TGE FIRE SERVICE VEHICLES

OUR SOLUTIONS
FOR HOT TOPICS.

Key features at a glance
n

n

n
n

n

n

n
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 ngine- or gearbox-installed PTO¹
E
for operating auxiliary devices during
smaller rescue and clean-up operations
lexible airline rail system for optimal
F
use as well as fast and easy installation
and removal of seats
ront-, rear- or all-wheel drive
F
-gear manual transmission (103-kW,
6
120-kW and 130-kW engine) or 8-gear
automatic transmission¹ (120-kW and
130-kW engine)
ehicle control system unit, processes
V
all body builder signals, provides access
to all main functions and vehicle signals
 eries-standard emergency brake
S
assist and crosswind assist –
a one-of-a-kind standard that can be
expanded with an array of other
options, such as a light/rain sensor¹
and fatigue detection¹
 AN Mobile24: Europe-wide 24-hour
M
breakdown service 365 days a year,
to support your fleet in being constantly
ready for use

Optional feature at extra cost.
MAN TGE FIRE SERVICE VEHICLES

MAN TGE fire service vehicles | Equipped for every type of call

Command vehicle (3.5–5.5 t)
The reliable partner of every incident commander – ensures communication
across all channels at all times and offers a holistically ergonomic, carefully
designed workspace from the driver’s seat to the radio room.

Multipurpose vehicle (3.5–4 t)
Our all-rounder for a wide variety of uses, it enables combined transport of crew
and equipment.

Crew transporter (3.5 t)
A multifaceted companion for call-outs, it offers a supreme level of mobility
with up to 9 seats (8 crew, 1 driver) and a flexible airline rail system for o
 ptimal
use as well as fast and easy installation and removal of seats.

Small firefighting truck (3.5–5.5 t)
The compact vehicle solution with a clever body concept creates plenty of room
for gear, equipment and the team. With engine- or gearbox-installed PTO¹ for
operating auxiliary devices during smaller rescue and clean-up operations (output
up to 20 kW).
MAN TGE FIRE SERVICE VEHICLES
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EVERYTHING A
HERO COULD WANT.

MAN TGE ambulances
No matter when or where: maximum safety
paired with utmost comfort.
Maximising your patients’ sense of security at all times is
your highest priority. And it’s ours too: electromechanical
steering and a wide variety of assistance systems, such as
the series-standard emergency brake assist, are at your
side for every call and help keep you safe as well.
The optional all-wheel drive and an 8-gear automatic
transmission¹ make sure you get to where you’re needed –
and back again – safely even in poor weather conditions.
Good sound insulation ensures comfortable noise levels in
the vehicle’s interior. And because your comfort plays an
essential role, with the ergoComfort¹ air-suspended seat
you are optimally prepared for taking long shifts in your
stride. Your individual requirements are just as important,
however, so we take care of every last detail in cooperation
with experienced body manufacturers in order to cover the
entire range of feature needs. All-round ready – all-round
MAN TGE.

¹ Optional feature at extra cost.
MAN TGE AMBULANCES
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MAN TGE ambulances | Safety down to the last detail
Key features at a glance
 rgonomic driver’s workspace, spacious interior with soE
phisticated storage system, electrically operated Comfort
Plus¹ driver’s seat, especially good sound insulation
n A
 ir suspension¹ for all vehicle floor height requirements of
loading compartment
n F
ront-, rear- or all-wheel drive
n 6
-gear manual transmission (103-kW, 120-kW and 130kW engine) or 8-gear automatic transmission¹ (120-kW
and 130-kW engine)
n V
ehicle control system unit, processes all body builder
signals, provides access to all main functions and vehicle
signals
n S
 eries-standard emergency brake assist and crosswind assist – a one-of-a-kind standard that can be
expanded with an array of other options, such as a rear
view camera¹ or a high-beam assist¹
n M
 AN Mobile24: Europe-wide 24-hour emergency service
365 days a year, to ensure your fleet is constantly ready
for use
Patient transporter (3.5 t)
The all-round comfort package for driver and patient –
particularly high sound insulation and an ergonomically
designed interior ensure everyone’s well-being throughout
the journey.
n

Interior fittings –
cutting-edge standards and
individually customisable
components

See and be seen better with the LED front headlights¹
1
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Optional feature at extra cost.
MAN TGE AMBULANCES

Emergency ambulance (3.5–5.5 t)
As either a panel van or a chassis with box body, all body
and conversion options are possible. The MAN TGE offers
top handling and features innovative assistance systems. It
can be outfitted factory-direct with optional air suspension¹
to enable easy and comfortable usage of the stretcher.

A MAN LEAVES NO
ONE BEHIND!

MAN Services
Our customer service is available 24/7 throughout
Europe.
No matter the time or place, when it comes to keeping your
vehicle in perfect running condition and you need someone to help in an emergency, we’re there to back you up.
On the road, we’re at your side, too, as every TGE model
comes equipped with numerous innovative safety systems
that within the limits of the specific system are designed to
enable you to concentrate even more fully on your work. At
the same time, they help avoid damages to the vehicle and
therefore costs for you.
MAN Mobile24
Whether you’re in the urban jungle or the untouched
forest: our MAN Mobile24 round-the-clock breakdown service helps you to stay right on track. The MAN breakdown
service is ready to help you out 24/7 – 365 days a year. In
the case of a breakdown, simply call the Mobile24 number
from any European country and you’ll be connected with
a competent partner ready to help. If necessary, a MAN
mobile service vehicle will be dispatched from one of the
approximately 2,000 service centres throughout Europe.
MAN Individual
The jobs your vehicle must face are both challenging and
multifaceted – as are your own needs and the country-specific requirements you must fulfil. Which is why we offer a
perfected service: MAN Individual. We create tailored vehicle solutions and build you exactly the MAN you need. So
that you’re optimally prepared for every situation you face.

The MAN mobility guarantee ensures you stay
mobile – even in exceptional cases when a vehicle
can’t be repaired right away. MAN is the only manufacturer to guarantee reimbursement of damages due to lost
time*. That means you’ve got secure support at your side
should your TGE stop running due to a technical defect. A
single call is all that’s needed and we’ll arrange swift and
professional assistance. Every MAN TGE comes with the
standard two-year MAN mobility guarantee. Furthermore,
having your vehicle serviced by the network of MAN service
centres extends this guarantee to the next regular service
appointment.
MAN Services
Once a MAN, always a MAN. That goes for the
MAN TGE as well as MAN’s repair and maintenance
service.
Our customised service agreements allow for various
additional services such as driveline and total vehicle
warranty to be included as well. A MAN service agreement
offers you complete planning and costing security as well
as relief from administrative burdens. The service package
options ComfortOil, Comfort, Comfort Plus, Comfort Super
and Comfort Managed are yours to choose from. These
contracts help you safeguard your business as well as plan
maintenance and inspections intelligently.

Mobility guarantee

* According to terms of guarantee, see also www.services.man.eu
MAN SERVICES
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Vehicle line-up
Chassis
Standard
Length: 5,996 mm
Wheelbase: 3,640 mm
Max. body length5:
‧ Chassis cab: 3,770 mm
‧ Crew cab: 2,700 mm

Long
Length: 6,846 mm
Wheelbase: 4,490 mm
Max. body length5:
‧ Chassis cab: 5,550 mm
‧ Crew cab: 4,300 mm

Extra-long
Length: 7,211 mm
Wheelbase: 4,490 mm
Max. body length5:
‧ Chassis cab: 5,470 mm

Chassis cab
Height: 2,305–2,319 mm

Crew cab
Height: 2,312–2,330 mm

Panel van
Standard
Length:
‧ Total: 5,986 mm
‧ Loading compartment: 3,450 mm2
Wheelbase: 3,640 mm

Combi van
Long
Length:
‧ Total: 6,836 mm
‧ Loading compartment: 4,300 mm3
Wheelbase: 4,490 mm

Extra-long
Length:
‧ Total: 7,391 mm
‧ Loading compartment: 4,855 mm4
Wheelbase: 4,490 mm

Standard
Length:
‧ Total: 5,986 mm
‧ Loading compartment: 3,450 mm2
Wheelbase: 3,640 mm

Long
Length:
‧ Total: 6,836 mm
‧ Loading compartment: 4,300 mm3
Wheelbase: 4,490 mm

Normal roof
Height: 2,355 mm
Interior height: 1,726 mm

High roof
Height: 2,590 mm
Interior height: 1,961 mm

Super-high roof
Height: 2,798 mm
Interior height: 2,189–2,196 mm

Dimensions refer to models with front-wheel drive, except for extra-long chassis cab vehicles.
2
Length measured at the vehicle floor incl. subfloor storage compartment extending past the divider wall. Loading length in the upper area of the loading compartment: 3,201 mm.
3
Length measured at the vehicle floor incl. subfloor storage compartment extending past the divider wall. Loading length in the upper area of the loading compartment: 4,051 mm.
4
Length measured at the vehicle floor incl. subfloor storage compartment extending past the divider wall. Loading length in the upper area of the loading compartment: 4,606 mm.
5
Individual calculation of the maximum body length may be required in certain instances.
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VEHICLE LINE-UP

Assistance systems and optional features
Your MAN TGE – exactly as customised as you require.
We offer you tailored solutions for almost any type of job to provide you
with the greatest support possible within the limits of the specific system.
In addition to the assistance systems and feature options listed here,
there are many other possibilities to discover. And thanks to our one-of-a-kind
safety standard, your vehicle is already equipped factory-direct with our
series-standard emergency brake assist and crosswind assist.

Optional features

Air suspension¹
Available factory-direct, air suspension recognises the exact height of the vehicle and evens
out the differences automatically thanks to its
sensors. This enables it to provide improved driving comfort on all kinds of terrain. When parked,
the suspension system’s height controls allow for
comfortable usage of the stretcher.

Assistance systems
Emergency brake assist
(EBA) as series-standard
If the MAN TGE is approaching an obstacle and
the driver doesn’t react, the series-standard
emergency braking system warns the driver
and then activates the brake in case of an
emergency. In combination with the automatic
transmission, the system automatically brings
the vehicle to a complete stop to prevent a
collision.

All-wheel drive¹
The winning number is four: an all-wheel drive
for vehicles of 3.5–5.5 t gross vehicle weight improves driving characteristics considerably compared to two-wheel front or rear drive. Problems
with going up or down inclines in winter are a
thing of the past and driving on roads with plenty
of bends is made easier.

Active lane assist1
If the vehicle unintentionally exits the
lane, active lane assist automatically compensates and steers the vehicle back into the lane.
The system automatically activates at speeds
over 65 km/h and functions reliably even in poor
weather conditions or with low visibility.

Automatic transmission¹
Lower fuel consumption, greater driving comfort
and more concentration for the road – all thanks
to automatic transmission. The shifting and
moving-off behaviour is precisely tuned to your
vehicle model and ensure efficient driving no
matter what the traffic situation is.

¹ Optional feature at extra cost.
ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS AND OPTIONAL FEATURES
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MAN Truck & Bus SE
Postbox 50 06 20
80976 Munich
Germany
www.van.man
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Subject to change without notice. Modifications and errors reserved. Products
may vary in their shape, construction, colour shades or included features after
the copy deadline for this brochure of 01.09.2022. The illustrations may also
show special fittings, decoration elements or accessories that are not standard
equipment. Where symbols or numbers are used to describe an order or the
subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. This publication
is for international use. Any statements regarding statutory, legal and tax
provisions and their effects are only valid for the Federal Republic of Germany
at the time this publication was last updated. Please contact your MAN sales
representative for any questions concerning the regulation applicable in other
countries and its legal consequences.

MAN Truck & Bus – a member of the TRATON Group

